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Abstract:  
In the paper we state and prove theorem describing the upper bound on number of the graphs 
that have fixed number of vertices V  and can be colored with the fixed number of  colors. n
The bound relates both numbers using power of  2, while the exponent is the difference 
between V and . We also state three conjectures on the number of graphs that have fixed 
number of vertices 
n
V  and chromatic number .  n
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1. Preliminaries 
Graph vertex 
)
coloring is an active field of research, with many interesting problems 
(e.g., [2], [10]). Often these problems belong to NP class of computational complexity, see 
[4]. As the result, apart from classic approach, they are handled with the help of probabilistic 
methods (e.g., [6]). Such methods often require answering questions about the bounds, which 
also motivated our research. 
 It is widely believed that research into the graph enumeration was initiated in XIX century by 
Arthur Cayley [1]. The field has proven to be active and fertile, the complete survey  was 
given by F. Harary and E. M. Palmer in [3]. The most powerful tool to count number of non-
isomorphic graphs is Pólya’s Theorem [7]. To enumerate labeled graphs, the Read’s formula 
can be applied (see [8]), while more general case requires application of Robinson’s method, 
see [9]. Unfortunately, the last one works only for some special situations, while, in general, 
problem remains unsolved, see [3].  
 The Pólya’s Theorem, which  is dealing with non-isomorphic graphs, at least to some extend, 
was motivated by chemical enumeration (see [7]). In our research graph coloring was used to 
construct check-digit scheme, see [5]. Thus, different questions had to be asked. The answers 
required taking into account some isomorphic graphs. 
The paper deals with the vertex coloring of graphs that are finite and simple.  The graph 
coloring considered is proper vertex n-coloring ( ). It does not need to be the minimal 
coloring ( ), unless stated otherwise. The main goal of the paper is to state and prove 
the Upper Bound Theorem. 
(Gn χ≥
( )Gn χ=
 Notation
Let (VΓ )  be the number of all possible graphs having V  vertices. It is well known that fact 
( ) ( )2 12 −=Γ VVV . In other words, (VΓ )  represents number of binary sequences such that 
every bit corresponds to the possible edge in the V  vertices graph (1 denotes presence of the 
edge, 0 otherwise). Let’s denote: 
 
 )jx  as the number of vertices colored by jth color  . Vertices are partitioned into n 
sets, such that all vertices with the same color are in one set; 
( nj ≤<0
 V  as the set of vertices colored by jth color  j ( )nj ≤<0 , jj xV = ; 
P as particular, no-degenerate partition of V  into n color sets. { }nj xxxxP ,...,,...,, 21=  and 
Vx j =
n
j
∑
=1
. All vertices are homogenous, the only difference among them is the color  ; 
 ( PnV ,,Γ )  as the number of the graphs having V  vertices and particular  (P V  partition into 
 pieces). Applying reasoning analogous to one concerning n (V )Γ one can observe that 
    ( ) ( ) ( ) 1243132 .........2,, −+++++++++= nnnn xxxxxxxxxxPnVΓ                                    (1) 
 ( ) ({ }PnVnV P ,,max, Γ=Γ )  where denotes maximum value of Pmax ( PnV ,,Γ )  over all 
possible partitions  for given P V  and . In plain English n ( nV ,Γ ) represents such partition 
, that yields maximum number of graphs, while both P V ,  are fixed.  n
 
2. Main result 
Having notation in place, it is time to state and prove the theorem on the upper bound 
of ( )nV ,Γ .  
Theorem 1 (Upper bound) 
Let ynV +=  where . Then  Ny ∈
     ( ) ( nVV y ,2 Γ≥Γ )                                                                (2) 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Observation 
Recall that : 
a. ( ) ( )2 12 −= VVVΓ  
b. ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ){ }1243132 .........max2,,max, −+++++++++=Γ=Γ nnnnP xxxxxxxxxxP PnVnV   
Rewriting Theorem 1 yields: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }1243132 .........max2 1 2,22 −++++++++++− =Γ≥Γ= nnnnP xxxxxxxxxxyyVV nVV   
thus, 
          
( ) ( ) ( ){ }1243132 .........max2 1 22 −++++++++++
−
≥ nnnnP xxxxxxxxxxy
VV
       (3) 
 
Equation 3 shows that in order to prove the theorem one needs to compare the exponents. 
Hence, further work will be carried out in base 2 logarithms only.  
Observe: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1......21log2 +−++−++−+−=Γ VViVVVV , where ( iV − )  is ith term of the 
sequence; 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 12431322 .........,,log −+++++++++=Γ nnnn xxxxxxxxxxPnV ; 
 ( ) ({ }PnVnV P ,,logmax,log 22 =Γ
P
) , where denotes maximum over all possible 
partitions  for given 
Pmax
V  and n . 
 
Proving the theorem requires finding partitions  that yield maximum value of P( PnV ,,log2 Γ ) . Two cases will be considered: trivial case with single partition and the case 
of multiple partitions. 
 Case 1: 0=⇒= ynV  
There is only one possible partition  and { }1,...,1,1=P j∀  . 1=jx
It means that in this case ( ) ( )PnVnV ,,log,log 22 Γ=Γ  
Then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
111...1211,,log2
nnnnPnV −=∗++∗−+∗−=Γ  , because there are n-1 terms in 
the summation. But nV = , hence ( ) ( )
2
1
,,2
VVPnV −=Γlog . Finally: 
( ) ( ) (VnVPnV Γ=Γ=Γ 222 log,log,,log )                                (4) 
yields 
        ( ) ( ) ( nVnVV y ,2,20 Γ=Γ=Γ )                                        (4a) 
Equation 4a completes proof for the Case 1. 
 
Case 2: 0>⇒> ynV   
 Observation:  
In this case ( ) ( ) ( ) 12431322 ........,,log −+++++++++=Γ nnnn xxxxxxxxxxPnV  has  
terms. Due to the fact that 
1−n
Vx
n
j
j∑
=
=
1
0jP ∃∀ 10 >jx, such that . Term from the expansion of 
( )PnV ,,log2 Γ  with as the multiplier will have the from: 0jx ( ) 000 ...21 jnjj xxx +++ ++x , which 
can be expressed as sum of identical terms
0jx ( )nxjj xx ++10 +++ ...20 .When such expansion is 
used for all  ( ), then 0j 10 >jx ( )Pn,,Vlog2 Γ  has ( 1−V ) terms as ( )VΓ2log . 
 This observation allows to compare both sequences term-wise. Convenient way to do it is to 
enumerate all terms of ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ) in the same way as (VΓ2log ) terms. To establish the 
correspondence between i- indexing of (VΓ2log ) terms and original (before expansion) j-
indexing of ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ), define: 
  is i (VΓ2 )log  terms’ enumeration, it is also ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ) terms’ enumeration when 
nV =  (Case 1), Vxxxx
j
q
qj ==+++= ∑
=1
21 ...i  
  is j ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ) terms’ enumeration when nV >   
 as the sum of ithiS1  term elements in ( )VΓ2log . . ( )niii xxxS +++= ++ ...211
  as the sum of ithiS2  term elements in ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ). Formula for , relation between  
and  have to be found. Further argument will be illustrated by the example. 
iS2 iS2
iS1
 
Example1 (inside the proof). 
Take nV >  such that  and some . Then:  3≥y { ,...1,3,1=P }
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 111413121112 ....1....21log −+++++++=+−++−++−+−=Γ Vi SSSSSSVViVVVV    (5) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ...153411
...1...3...1...,,log 5443322
+∗−+∗−+∗−=
=+∗++++∗++++∗+++=Γ
VVV
xxxxxxxxxPnV nnn  
Expanding term  into addition  yields : ( 3...43 ∗+++ nxxx )
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ...54441,,log2 +−+−+−+−+−=Γ VVVVVPnV                 (6) 
Writing equation 6 as the sum of  terms :  iS2( ) ...,,log 52423222122 +++++=Γ SSSSSPnV                               (7) 
Using equations 6 and 5 observe that , so equation 7 can be written as: 41
4
2
3
2
2
2 SSSS ===
        ( ) ......,, 514141411152423222122 +++++=+++++=Γ SSSSSSSSSSPnVlog            (8) 
End of example. 
In general case, when ( PnV ,,log2 Γ ) is expanded into ( 1−V ) terms the following holds: 
 for all corresponding sums of terms. It yields that ii SS 21 ≥ ( ) ( )PnVV ,,loglog 22 Γ≥Γ .  
 When nV > ,  such that  (it results from at least one ). It will be shown, that 
this property yields 
i∃ ii SS 21 > 10 >jx( ) ( )PnV ,,log2 ΓΓ V log2> .  
Define: 
 ( ) ( )
0
0
000
0 *... 1212 j
j
jnjj
j xSxxxxS =+++=Ψ ++ is the sum of  identical terms of 0jx( )PnV ,,log2 Γ 10 >jx resulting from . In the example above: ( ) 414141 SSSS ++Ψ 22 = ; ( ) 0000000 1112)(11)(11 ... iixixii SSSSS jj ++++=Ψ −+−+−  is the sum of  terms of 0jx ( )VΓ2log  
corresponding to  identical terms of 
0jx ( PnV ,,Γ ) 0ilog2  ( is derived from ). In the example 
above 
0j( ) 41312142 SSSS ++=Ψ ; 
 
Observe that: 
 ( ) (
0
0000000000
1
1
11
1
1
2
1
1
11 2
1... j
ixiiixixii xSSSSSSS jjj +=+++=Ψ −+−+−+− )                       (9) 
Since  , hence 1
0
000
1
1
1 −+=−+ jixi xSS j
              ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
000
0
00
0
0
0000 1
2
112
2
1
2
1
111
1
11 jjj
i
jj
i
j
ixii xxxSxxSxSSS j −+=−+=+=Ψ −+                 (10) 
On the other hand ( ) ( )
0
0
0
0
000
0
12212 ... j
i
j
i
jnjj
j xSxSxxxxS ==+++=Ψ ++ , because . This 
observation allows to state the relation between 
00
12
ii SS =
( )01iSΨ  and ( )02jSΨ : 
          
( ) ( ) ( )
00
00 1
2
1
21 jj
ji xxSS −+Ψ=Ψ                                                   (11) 
for , yields 1
0
>jx ( ) ( )00 21 ji SS Ψ>Ψ                                                            (12) 
This shows that 
    ( ) ( PnVV ,,loglog 22 Γ>Γ )                                                 (13) 
provided it exits such that .  Hence equation 13 holds for all  such 0j 10 >jx n Vn <  
(since Vn <  ⇒ such that ). 0j∃ 10 >jx
Recall that ( ) ({ }PnVnV P ,,logmax,log 22 Γ=Γ ) , so for Vn <  it holds that 
    ( ) ( nVV ,loglog 22 Γ>Γ )                                                     (14) 
Having equation 14, it is time to show where does power of 2 in the equation 2 comes from. 
We start our reasoning from the point where ( ) ( nVV ,loglog 22 Γ−Γ=λ )                                                 (15)   
attains minimal value. Using equation 11 one can observe that  
          ( ) ( ) ( )
00
00 1
2
1
21 jj
ji xxSS −=Ψ−Ψ=λ                                            (16) 
To find minimal value of , the expression λ ( )
00
1
2
1
jj xx − should be minimized for each  
in the partition . For , we get 
1
0
>jx
P 1>
0jx ( )121 0 −j xx 1min 0 =j  when .  In such case 20 =jx( ) ( ) 1+00 21 Ψ=Ψ ji SS . 
If given partition , for each  holds that , then the number  of all different 
indexes  is 
P 1
0
>jx 20 =jx
0j yV − n = . This yields 
         ( ) ( ) ynVV +Γ=Γ ,loglog 22                                           (17) 
results in 
     ( ) ( nVV y ,2 Γ=Γ )                                                 (17a) 
Now we discuss the situation when V  cannot be partitioned into  pieces such  . n j∀ 2≤jx
For the given ( )nV ,2 Γlog  such that  expression 0j∃ 20 >jx ( ) 3121 00 ≥− jj xx  and it increases 
faster then .  In this case  y
   ( ) ( ) ynVV +Γ>Γ ,loglog 22                                                 (18) 
results in 
    ( ) ( nVV y ,2 Γ>Γ )                                                  (18a) 
Equation 18a completes proof for the Case 2. 
 
Combining equations 4a, 17a, 18a yields: ( ) ( nVV y ,2 Γ≥Γ )                                                   (19)     
Q.E.D. 
 
Corollary 1  
ynV +=  where . For Ny ∈ Vn ≥2  it holds that  Let 
( ) ( nVV y ,2 Γ=Γ )                                                        (20) 
Proof  
Condition Vn ≥2  allows to building the partition such that  2P j∀ ≤jx ce the result 
follows from argument leading to equations 17 and  17a.   
. Hen
Q.E.D 
 
3. On the number of graphs such  nG =)(χ
The Upper Bound theorem discusses number of graphs that can be colored with  
colors. The result includes whole class of graphs  such that . This observation 
can be used to calculate the number of the graphs that have fixed chromatic number  
(say ). 
n
)G
'G nG <)'(χ
(χ
nG =)(χ
Let us denote: 
 ( )( PnGV ,, =Γ χ ) as the number of the graphs with , that have ( ) nG =χ V  vertices and 
particular  (P V  partition into  pieces); n
 ( )( ) ( )( ){ }PnGVnGV P ,,max, =Γ==Γ χχ  where denotes maximum value of Pmax
( )( )PnGV ,, =Γ χ  over of all possible partitions  for given P V  and . In plain 
English 
( ) nG =χ
( )( GVΓ χ, )n=  represents partition , resulting in maximum number of graphs, P
that cannot be colored with less then  colors.  n
 
Having the definitions in place, three conjectures are stated: 
 
Conjecture 1 
         ( )( ) ( ) ( 1,,, −Γ−Γ== nVnVnGV χ )Γ                                       (21) 
Conjecture 2 
         ( ) ( 1,2, −Γ∗≥Γ nVnV )                                                 (22) 
 
Combining two conjectures (eq. 21,22) allows us to state final hypothesis in this section. 
 
Conjecture 3 
      ( )( ) ( 1,, −Γ≥=Γ nVnGV χ )                                              (23) 
 
4. Further research and concluding remarks 
We stated and proven the Upper Bound Theorem together with resulting Corollary 1. 
Following these results three conjectures were stated. Our research was motivated by practical 
considerations resulting from construction of the graph coloring check-digit scheme, see [5]. 
Obviously, theoretical questions are not limited to the conjectures stated above, two more 
follows as example. 
1. Bounds for more specific conditions.  
 Using Theorem 1 and it’s proof one can derive results stating the relations between ( )VΓ  
and ( nV , )Γ  for more specific conditions (e.g., such that ,  ). 0j∃ kx j =0 2≥k
2. Non-isomorphic graphs. 
In our calculation we count number of the graphs for every partition. This leads to the 
situation that some isomorphic graphs are counted more than once. Obtaining result for non-
isomorphic graphs should allow to lower the upper bound in some cases.  
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